. The effort identifying positioning information of the moving object in real time has been a issue not only in sport biomechanics but also other academic areas. In order to solve this issue, this study tried to track the movement of a pitched ball that might provide an easier prediction because of a clear focus and simple movement of the object.
the methods of statistical approach that finds the maximum a posterior location in the image. The development of machine learning, accompanied by the development of recording technology and computational power of computer, made it possible to extract the trajectory of pitched baseball from recorded images.
We present a method of baseball tracking, based on object tracking methods in machine learning. We introduce three state-of-the-art researches regarding the object tracking and show how we can combine these researches to yield a novel engine that finds trajectory from continuous pitching images. The first research is about mean shift method which finds the mode of a supposed continuous distribution from a set of data. The second research is about the research that explains how we can find the mode and object region effectively when we are given the previous image's location of object and the region. The third is about the research of representing data into features that we can deal with. From those features, we can establish a distribution to generate a set of data for mean shift.
In this paper, we combine three works to track baseball's location in the continuous image frames. 
(1) 
이 윤곽으로부터 (식) 6과 같은 다변수 정규 커널 (multivariate normal kernel)을 얻을 수 있다.
그리고, 이로부터 앞의 커널 밀도 측정함수를 더 구 체화할 수 있다. (Comaniciu, 2003) . 참 고 문 헌
